The New Terminal One invites applications for

Corporate Counsel

John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK)
New York City

Executive Search Services Provided By ADK Consulting & Executive Search

About The New Terminal One
The New Terminal One (NTO) at John F. Kennedy
International Airport is a bold and exciting project to
develop a world class, international terminal that will
serve as a global gateway to the New York metropolitan
area and the United States. NTO will set a new standard
for design and service and aspires to obtain a global
Top 5 Skytrax ranking as one of the finest ten airport
terminals in the world.
The New Terminal One will be built on sites now
occupied by Terminal 1, Terminal 2, and the former
Terminal 3, where it will anchor JFK’s south side.
Construction will take place in phases. The first phase,
including the new arrivals and departures hall and first
set of new gates, is expected to open in 2026.
At completion, anticipated in 2030, the New Terminal
One will be 2.4 million square feet, making it the largest
terminal at JFK and nearly the same size as LaGuardia
Airport’s two new terminals combined. NTO will be a
23-gate, state-of-the-art, international-only terminal.
Sustainably designed and future focused, the terminal
will feature expansive, naturally lit, public spaces, cutting
edge technology, and an array of amenities, all designed
to enhance the customer experience and compete with
some of the highest-rated airport terminals in the world.
The New Terminal One consortium of labor, operating
and financial partners is led by Ferrovial, Carlyle, JLC
Infrastructure, and Ullico. NTO will be built by union
labor and is committed to local inclusion and labor
participation with a focus on diversity and capacitybuilding opportunities, including ambitious goals for
creating opportunities for local, minority and womenowned business enterprises (MWBE), and servicedisabled veteran-owned businesses (SDVOB).
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The Position
The Corporate Counsel serves as a trusted advisor to
the CEO and the executive leadership by providing
legal advice and support to the organization regarding
planned and current business activity. The successful
candidate will be an action-oriented, operating leader
taking principal responsibility for providing legal
representation and ensuring that the interests of the
company are protected appropriately in all matters,
including compliance, corporate, commercial, and
contract law, governance and risk management. The
Corporate Counsel represents the organization with the
highest level of confidentiality, integrity, forthrightness,
and professionalism.

Preferred Experience
•

Juris doctor (JD) degree from an American Bar
Association accredited law school.

•

Meaningful and diverse legal experience, including
exposure to a wide array of legal matters, with
particular emphasis on project finance, corporate
governance, operating compliance, commercial and
contract law.

•

Experience with public private partnerships,
especially working with large public authorities (such
as the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey) is
a plus.

•

Aviation, construction, and/or real estate law
experience is a plus.

For a full job description, click here.
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Salary and Compensation
This position offers market competitive salary with shortand long-term incentive opportunities.

How To Apply
To apply online, click here.
Deadline for applications: Open Until Filled
Contacts for this search are:
Blake Astran, J.D.
blake@adkexecutivesearch.com
Linda Frankl, A.A.E.
linda@adkexecutivesearch.com
Please note: After your application is complete, you will
receive an important email from us. Please check your
inbox and your junk/spam folder, and if you have not
received our email, please notify us at:
admin@adkexecutivesearch.com.
The New Terminal One is an equal opportunity
employer.
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